Anti-bullying Policy

Last Updated: 8th September 2019
This School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of its children and young people and
expects all staff, agency staff, volunteers and visitors to share the same commitment.

Anti-bullying Policy

Introduction
Co-op Academy Leeds is committed to preventing all forms of bullying. We will work hard to ensure that
bullying plays no part in our community by proactively dealing with all students, their families and staff, to
eradicate and promptly address all reported incidents.
What is Bullying?
It is the conscious desire to hurt, threaten or frighten someone. It is not just physical intimidation; it can
include name calling, making offensive remarks, social exclusion, undermining self-esteem over a
prolonged period of time, ruining someone’s work, threatening someone, demanding money, goods or
favours, using rude gestures – anything which causes distress or hurt.
Bullying can be:
a) Emotional - being unfriendly, excluding, tormenting (e.g. hiding books, threatening gestures)
b) Physical - pushing, kicking, hitting, punching or any use of violence
c) Racist - racial taunts, graffiti, gestures
d) Sexual - unwanted physical contact or sexually abusive comments
e) Homophobic - because of, or focussing on, the issue of sexuality
f) Verbal - name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours, teasing
g) Cyber - all areas of the internet, such as email, social media misuse, threats by text message and
phone calls, as well as the misuse of associated technology, including camera and video facilities.
We will not tolerate bullying in any form and endeavour to prevent bullying before it starts. All students
have a fundamental right to be protected in the academy. All students have the right to be happy and
safe and to get on with their work free from intimidation. We have high expectations of everyone within
the academy and it is the responsibility of all members of staff, both teaching and associate, to uphold
high standards of behaviour among our students.
The vast majority of students portray good social behaviour; however, if an incident occurs, it must be
reported immediately. Students must feel confident that they can report incidents to any member of staff
and that the incident will be dealt with satisfactorily.
We also seek the support of parent/carers and the local community who can help by informing us if any
incidents are witnessed.
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Signs and Symptoms
A child may indicate by signs or behaviour that he or she is being bullied. Adults should be aware of these
possible signs and that they should investigate if a child:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
v)
w)

Is frightened of walking to or from the Academy
Doesn't want to go on the public bus
Begs to be driven to the academy
Changes their usual routine
Is unwilling to go to the academy (academy phobia)
Begins to truant
Becomes withdrawn anxious, or lacking in confidence
Starts stammering, attempts or threatens suicide or runs away
Cries themselves to sleep at night or has nightmares
Feels ill in the morning
Begins to do poorly in the Academy work or comes home with clothes torn or books damaged
Has possessions which are damaged or “go missing”
Asks for money or starts stealing money (to pay bullies)
Has money or dinner money frequently “lost”
Has unexplained cuts and bruises
Comes home hungry
Becomes aggressive, disruptive or unreasonable for no obvious reason
Is bullying other children / siblings
Stops eating
Is frightened to say what is wrong
Gives improbable excuses for any of the above
Is afraid to use the internet / mobile phone
Is nervous and jumpy when a cyber-message is received

These signs and behaviours could indicate other problems, but bullying should be considered a possibility
and should be investigated.
How can we support
a) Maintain high standards of watchfulness in lessons, around the academy and in social areas
b) Be seen to respond to every incident
c) Treat every incident as important, even if it seems minor – it may not feel minor to the person on
the receiving end
d) Report all incidents appropriately. It is useful to monitor incidences of bullying through the
behaviour database as patterns do emerge
e) If the incident is particularly serious and/or violent, circumvent the usual channels and contact the
appropriate senior leader immediately
f) Provide areas in the academy where children under threat can feel safe
g) Ensure that areas of the academy where antisocial behaviour could take place are patrolled by
staff at key times
h) Use all staff, parents/carers and students as a resource in countering bullying
i) Raise awareness through curriculum and pastoral time
j) Give help and support to the victims
k) Use peer pressure against bullying behaviour
l) Make the consequences of bullying clear to bullies and parent/carers
m) Help and support bullies to change their behaviour
n) Ensure all colleagues are aware of the anti-bullying policy
o) Give staff appropriate CPD opportunities
p) Seek help from outside agencies where applicable
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Recording
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Each time an incident is reported to you, log the details and pass to the appropriate Year Team
The Year Team will liaise with the reporting colleague and pastoral staff as appropriate
The Year Team will ask all parties to record the event in writing
All parties will be interviewed separately, then together, where appropriate
Disapprove of the action, not the student and stress that bullying is not acceptable
Contact the parents/carers of all parties and invite into the Academy according to the needs of the
situation

Sanctions
a) Students who are bullies may have privileges removed and be placed in RFI
b) Students who are bullies may receive detention
c) In severe cases a bully may be excluded from the Academy and /or contact made with the police
Follow-up
It may be necessary to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Provide counselling support, assertiveness training, social skills for both parties
Share information about the incident(s) with other colleagues
Seek further measures if bullying behaviour continues
Use Restorative Justice approaches

Monitoring, Evaluation and Review
The Academy will review this policy at least every year and assess its implementation and effectiveness. The policy
will be promoted and implemented throughout the Academy.

Initially Adopted

December 2015

Review date

September 2020
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